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Founded by a group of elite graduates from Yale and Oxford Universities, Professors is an NFT project that will
revolutionize online education in the 21st century. Combining our founders’ sterling academic credentials and
seasoned teaching experience with the transformative potential of NFTs, Professors will enable students from
around the world to have access to some of the most elite tutors from the world's very best universities. We are
bringing education to the Metaverse.
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First, we will create a world-class online learning environment in the Metaverse. We will build a School called
Professors University with virtual classrooms, workshops, and seminars in the Metaverse, the first of their kind.
Being an owner of a Professor grants you a full access pass to the University, including a weekly seminar with
one or more of our founders on a community-chosen topic. 

We will have tutors host classes on a wide range of academic topics at various difficulty levels. Elementary
school students may attend classes on long division while advanced high school students might take classes on
multivariable calculus and linear algebra. Students will be able to ask questions of the tutor(s), just like in a real-
world classroom, except that their teacher will be an expert in whatever the subject in question is. Additionally,
students will learn from each other in breakout rooms that are led by our stellar tutors. These classes will run for
several days - and perhaps weeks - at a time, allowing for deep learning to take place. 

The MetaverseThe Metaverse

Classrooms:Classrooms:  
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One-On-One SessionsOne-On-One Sessions
Second, we will offer one-on-one tutoring sessions with our founders for a 50% discount to any Professor-holder.
The sessions will take place via Zoom at first. Moreover, these sessions will cover virtually any academic topic at
all levels of education, ranging from elementary school all the way up to graduate school. These sessions may
also be used for preparing for college and university admissions in the United States and the United Kingdom,
including assistance with personal essays and standardized test preparedness. The flat discounted rate of
$75/hour ($150/hour for non-holders) represents unquestionable value for money. This is a gargantuan discount
from some competitors in the college admissions industry. For example, it is a ~65% discount from
Admissionado’s standard rate for an 8-hour block (and a ~70% discount from any additional hours one might
need).  Additionally, we offer a superior service to most of these admissions companies, as all of our tutors
attended not just elite institutions, but are some of the brightest graduates of the world’s very best universities. 

https://admissionado.com/college/pricing/college-mentorship-package/1.
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These sessions may be used for unique academic
needs that are tailor-made for the student, such as
graduate-level coursework. Professors thus offers a
completely novel range of services at affordable
pricing. There is no other academic tutoring company
that offers this wide range of services, let alone at an
economical flat rate. Even without the discount we
offer to Professor-holders, our services are both
innovative and affordable. The utility of the 50%
discount will launch this project to the next level. We
have contingency plans to hire more tutors from both
Yale and Oxford specifically should demand for our
services exceed the current supply.
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We will also host workshops that last for up to one day on subjects like college
and university admissions and standardized test preparation, which will include
not just the SAT/ACT but also the increasingly important AP (Advanced
Placement) and IB (International Baccalaureate) tests, which our founders have
ample experience taking (and acing!). Various workshops will cater to high
school students seeking admission to American universities as well as 6th
form/college leavers in the UK. We will also have special workshops for
American students desiring to attend British universities (and vice versa), as
many of our founders have done themselves. There will also be workshops on
the merits and shortfalls of attending university in the USA or the UK, so that
students can make an informed decision on where to apply. No other online
tutoring service offers services as comprehensive and as innovative as these. 
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Workshops:Workshops:
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Finally, we will offer cutting-edge seminars moderated by one or more of the Professors on whatever topics
people are interested in learning more about. Given our founders’ expertise in philosophy, we envision a large
number of seminars on philosophical topics such as free will, consciousness, and the ethics of genetic
engineering, to name three potential examples. These seminars will be open to anyone, and seminar participants
will be able to debate with each other in a collegiate environment led by one or more of our founders. We are
bringing a Yale and Oxford education to the public in the truest sense because of the participatory nature of
these seminars. Online offerings from some of these elite institutions (from Coursera, for instance) are lectures
that do not permit audience participation. One of the best things about attending an elite institution, however, are
the conversations that you have with academics and fellow students about whatever it is one wants to learn more
about. These seminars are thus unparalleled, and they will be exclusive to the Metaverse. 

Seminars:Seminars:  
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An additional benefit of these online learning spaces
is that they will form a cohesive community. Perhaps
high school students may meet their future
roommate in a workshop on college admissions, or
their parents could make friends in a philosophy
seminar. The possibilities for friendship are endless,
and we cannot wait to see how these develop!



Web3 is the foundation of a democratic future online. Professors will be running
a special seminar on Web3 to help educate our investors about Web3 and how
Professors fits in with the new online paradigm.
 
The Ethereum website summarizes Web3 quite nicely: “At its core, Web3 uses
blockchains, cryptocurrencies, and NFTs to give power back to the users in the
form of ownership.” When you purchase a Professor, whether via minting one
or by picking one up on the secondary market, you become entitled to certain
rights to our services that can be transferred between users. Unlike traditional,
centralized services, there are no centrally imposed restrictions on who can
access our utilities and our classroom in the Metaverse. Please join our special
seminar in the Metaverse to find out more about Web3 and how Professors will
contribute to a democratic online future.
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Web3 EducationWeb3 Education



To be announced shortly before the mint, we will offer an additional
utility to Professor holders that we know will launch this project to
the moon. The monetary value of this additional utility alone will be
reason to mint a Professor!

For now we will leave you with this... THE TARDIS! 
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Unannounced utility:Unannounced utility:
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Mint Distribution:Mint Distribution:

Professors will be Minting on the Ethereum Network.
Apply for a Whitelist by joining discord.gg/professors.

Our mint will take place across four phases:

A + PHASE

Whitelist

200

.11 ETH

Yes

2/wallet
pass: 3/wallet

750

.11 ETH .13 ETH .15 ETH

950 1241

No limit No limit

No Whitelist No Whitelist

Mint Limit

Supply

Mint Price

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3

2/wallet
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@ProfessorsNFTs

discord.gg/professors

PROFESSORSNFT.COM
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